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FOREWORD
In 1965 the Research Center received a grant from the Natlonal Aeronau-
tics and Space Adminlstration to investigate the Location of Scientific Research
as an Economic Phenomena. The organization of work under the grant has been
directed by Professor John C. Murdock and a series of integrated studies have
been undertaken by Professors John Brazzel, Carmen Menezes, James Moore, and
Donald Murry.
Economists and others have been working on some aspects of regionalism
and research for many years. In general, bibliographic notation of the fruit of
these labors has been absorbed into the existing pool of economics references. It
has therefore been a tedious, time consuming task for our researchers to sift the
literature and obtain a bibliography of works which includes relevant references to
location and regional development, and to the economics and administration of re-
search.., the major topics being studied under the grant. This was, of course,
the first task in our research effort.
The recent expansion of interest by social scientists in the administration
of research and regional economics has been spurred by NASA, the National Sci-
ence Foundation, and others. Today, quite probably, social scientists working
in this area number about five hundred in the U.S. Because of this increasing
concern and increasing number of researchers actively studying these fields, the
present bibllography should make possible aggregate savings of a massive amount
of effort and timer and therefore, of money.
To make the blbliography of maximum usefulness, Professor Murdock and
Miss Graves have used the Keyword-ln-Context Indexing System. The Index it-
self is by subject matter. Authors are cross-llsted.
This publication represents an important first-step in the application of
data processing techniques to the broader problems of information retrieval in
economics. It is hoped that this volume will provide many benefits to those in-
terested in the economics of research and regions.
Robert W. Paterson
Director
VINTRODUCTION
This volume has two objectives. It is first an effort to proHde effective
bibliographic material for certain specialized areas in economics and admlnistra-
tion which we have generally described as research and regions. Second, it is
an attempt to apply recently developed computerized techniques for information
search and retrieval to mater_al in the fields of economics and administration.
Research and Regions
Both the economics and administration of research and regional economic
development have become important subjects for study in recent years. The rapid-
ly expanded level of expenditures for research are significant in their direct in-
come generating effects. Of even more fundamental long term importance, re-
search activity introduces implications of substantial structural instability for an
economy.
The greater attention given economic development has predictably led to
a consideration of the spatial relationships of development and, in particular, to
the study of regional economic development. What metamorphosis of the region
must take place in the course of development and how one region is affected by
changes in others are questions of considerable moment.
The wedding of these two subject areas, though only lightly explored to
date, appears to offer promise of providing a better understanding of each _n the
bargain. Both carry the seeds of structural change and each is likely to have im-
portant influence on the other. Yet both these subject areas are complex. They
involve difficulties of conceptualization, classification, and measurement. Their
limits are not readily defined and each cuts across a number of traditional disci-
plines.
These circumstances require that the search for relevant literature must
extend beyond areas that are obviously involved. The administration of research,
for example, has been treated by economists, by accountants, by engineers, soci-
ologists, psychologists, and others. Beyond this, a full understanding of the eco-
nomics or the administration of research requires a background knowledge of
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scientificmethod.Manyof thesesamedlsclpllnesplusothers,like geography
andpolitical science,haveconsideredquestionsof regionaldevelopment.
Giventhisbackground,it will beunderstoodthatcombiningthesesub-
jectareasandcross-lndexlngthemhasrenderedtheseeminglymodesttaskof
compilinga bibliographyfor researchandregionsa substantialendeavorwhich
hasbeenbothtimeconsumingandtedious. It shouldalsobeevidentthatwe
cannotclaimthisvolumeisexhaustive.It isanexploratoryeffort. Whilewe
haveattemptedto offera reasonablycompletelistingof literaturein whatwe
deemto bethecentralinterestareas,certainmaterials,suchasthatonscien-
tific method,arepresentedprimarilyto insurethataccessto a minimalunder-
standingisreadilyat hand.
Thebibliographyisselected,butwitha viewto theinclusionof sources
andtitleswhendoubtwasinvolved. Wehaveeliminatedmaterialwhichwe
thoughto beessentiallyduplicative. Ouraimhasbeento haveeachitemin-
cludedoffersomeuniquecontributionto anunderstandingof eitherresearchor
regionsor to therelationshipbetweenthem.
The Growing Problem of Information Search and Retrieval
The second objective of this bibliography addresses a problem of more gen-
eral nature. It is common knowledge that growth in the production of scholarly
works as well as in the availability of data has accelerated rapidly in recent years.
Burgeoning new areas of study have developed and the growing number of relation-
ships between formerly independent fields of intellectual interests have become
apparent. Meanwhile, traditional fields of study continue their progress.
Growing efficiency in the generation of knowledge along with an increase
in the level of resources devoted to this activity are responsible for these develop-
ments. Along with the undeniable benefits which greater knowledge brings, there
are certain problems which arise in consequence, some of which are in the process
of the generation of knowledge itself. One such problem is that acceleration in
the growth of information output has tended to outstrip the traditional techniques
for filtering and absorbing new knowledge. While the problem first became ap-
parent in the physical sciences it has been a serious problem in the social
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sciences for some time also, rapidly approaching crisis proportions.
The methods we have inherited for processing information seriously limit
the productivity of researchers, practitioners, and students alike. As the amount
of available knowledge and information mounts in an accelerating fashion, tradi-
tional techniques do not permit corresponding increases in the capacity to search
and retrieve information. Consequently, information search and retrieval tends
to become a voracious consumer of the professional's time.
The time which must be devoted to the process of search and retrieval in
order to remain abreast in a field or to develop knowledge in a given area increases
as the rate at which knowledge is generated increases. Time remaining for produc-
tive or creative work is correspondingly reduced. As time passes, the problem be-
comes more severe.
Within the field of economics, efforts of the American Economic Associa-
tion give testimony to the concern with this problem. Under the AEA sponsorship,
the Journal of Economic Abstracts was introduced in 1963. This journal now ab-
stracts articles from some 37 other economic journals, though reporting is less than
100 percent. The AEA also has sponsored a series of volumes indexing articles
from economic journals (The Index of Economic Journals). These are laudable
efforts and represent very helpful improvements in dealing with the information
crisis. Yet, without minimizing their value, they obviously do not meet all the
needs for surveying and filtering of information in economics.
The Index apparently has made use of traditional procedures for cataloguing
and reference listing. These methods are time consuming and expensive. They
could not be used for the development of specialized bibliographies except at un-
reasonable cost. This is apparent from the limits on the cross listings in the Index.
Anything llke exhaustive indexing by these older methods is simply not possible.
Indexing for the Journal of Economic AbstraGts is, of course, far less complete even
than in the Index.
These circumstances stand as a barrier to the knowledge of specialized
areas because highly indexed specialized bibliographies are not available. Re-
searchers and students are on their own in various specialized areas. Each person
must perform virtually all bibliographic and indexing work independently. The
.°.
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work is repeated with only informal and irregular contacts available to forestall
duplication. While such a system has the merit of flexibility it is woefully [n-
efficient. Its consequences grow more serious as knowledge accumulates.
With this background the importance of methods which will minimize the
duplication of effort in the search of the literature may be fully appreciated. If
specialty literature can be developed and thoroughly indexed at frequent intervals
and the indexing made generally available, the efficiency of those working in the
field can be substantially increased.
Indexing, however, is the key. The application of thorough, yet low-
cost method of indexing can enhance the efficiency of students and researchers.
Not only is access to the specialized area improved but the fie between the
specialized literature and the literature in other spec[allzed areas and other dis-
ciplines may be traced more readily. Moreover, the cost of an effective bibliog-
raphy is reduced. Insofar as the cost consideration results in the earlier availabil-
ity of effective bibliographic materlal, this also contributes to an improvement in
information search and retrieval.
It is hard to believe that anyone likes to do bibliographic work. Yet its
unarguable importance makes it inevitable. Any technique which reduces the
barriers to the development of an effective and generally available bibliography,
therefore, seems manifestly worthwhile.
The Nature of the KWIC Index
Some professions have attempted to utilize new approaches in addressing
the problems associated with information retrieval. In the main, these have meant
turning to mechanical procedures.
The most advanced of these techniques are being employed by the physical
sciences and are still in the exploratory stage. Between the extreme of these pro-
cedures and the traditional methods, however, certain new techniques also exist
and are operational. While they have some limitations, they also have decided
advantages over the older methods. What appears to be the most satisfactory of
these techniques is referred to as Keyword in Context (KWIC) which makes use
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of the sorting and print out potentials of electronic computers.
KWIC has been utilized successfully in the physical and behaHoral sci-
ences and by other professions as well. The development and first publlc use of
indexing by computers was apparently in connection with IBM's program bibliog-
raphy in the fall of 1958. In 1960 the technique of indexing by key words in
titles was utilized in chemistry, a field in which the pressure for improved effi-
ciency in literature search is, perhaps, as severe as any. In 1961 the technique
was adopted for Biological Abstracts. It was utilized in 1962 in legal bibliography
with The Index to Legal Theses and Research Projects. The Cumulative Index to
the American Political Science Review appeared in 1964.
Keyword indexing rests on the assumption that certain keywords may serve
as the classification basis by which specialized information may be retrieved.
This is, of course, the basis for indexes in most books. But keyword indexing
utilizes the titles of the items in the bibliography as the basic source of keywords.
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This involves the assumption that the titles are themselves reasonably descriptive.
Insofar as they are not, keyword indexing is less than totally satisfactory.
1See American Behavioral Scientist, June 1964. The entire issue is de-
voted to applications of information retrieval techniques but see, especially,
Janda, K. "Keyword Indexes for the BehaHoral Scientist." The technique is
sometimes also referred to as "Permutation Indexing."
2Several studies have investigated this matter. The longer and more de-
scriptive titles in the physical and biological sciences would appear to provide a
better source of keywords than those in the social sciences. However, in an exam-
inatlon of The Index to Legal Periodicals, Donald Kraft found that 89.5% of the
titles were suitable for keyword indexing. Janda (Cumulative Index to the Ameri-
can Political Science Review. Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1964)
found only 77% sufficiently descriptive but this was, in considerable measure, the
result of including, e.g., conference reports, etc. Use of supplementing words of
sectioning improved these figures materlaily.
Each title in Janda's Cumulative Index appeared an average of 3.9 times.
Economic titles appeared to be somewhat more descriptive. In the present volume,
for example, they averaged about 4.1 listings per title. The non-keyword list in
the present volume is approximately the same length as Janda's. In general, book
titles are shorter than those of articles and the number of permutations from them is
correspondingly lower. A sample of 50 book titles in the (continued on next page.)
Keywordindexingmay_however,besupplemented.Theusualprocedure
hasbeenbytheadditionof certainotherwordsaddedto theIBMcardsof individ-
ualtitles usingtraditionaltechniques.Additionsof thissortdependuponthebasic
knowledgeof thematerlalswhichthebibliographerhimselfpossessesandit iscum-
bersometo incorporatea largenumberof suchmodifications.
Weintroducedmodificationsof a differentnature. Broad subject area
classifications were established and a new technique for cross-listing the basic
KWIC index was adopted. The introduction of cross-indexing in this manner is
experimental. It is described in greater detail below.
While KWIC indexing has the limitation of being dependent upon the de-
scriptiveness of the titles, it does have the enormous advantage that within the
confines of those titles indexing may be rendered at whatever level of discretion
is desired. This is to say, that the computer may be programmed tosorton as many
or as few keywords as one wishes.
The computer program which is utilized in the present volume is a program
translated to language for the IBM 7040 from EIKWIC, and IBM program prepared
for the IBM 7090. The program is such that a certain list of words may be intro-
duced and treated either as significant or as non-signlflcant. The more common
practice is to introduce a llst of words as non-significant or non-keywords for
indexing. The computer then ignores words in the list and searches for all other
words that are found in the titles. Use of the non-keyword approach avoids
omissions and has as its only disadvantage the inclusion of some unimportant words
in the index.
These errors of omission constitute undesired "noise" in the index but are
generally less objectionable than the errors of omission which are likely to result
from the use of a word list which purports to include all keywords.
The present bibliography encompasses such a wide span of subject-matter
areas that some supplement to the purely mechanical indexing was appropriate.
(Footnote 2 continued .)present bibliography indicated approximately 3.7 keywords
per title. A sample of corresponding size from journal articles showed almost 4.5
keywords per article title.
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The use of supplementary keywords in the title to establish broad subject-matter
areas would, however, have resulted in excessive "noise." To avoid this we
classified the title, as noted earlier, and then indexed within each classifica-
tion.
Keyword indexing of a section involves instructing the computer to read
each title in the section and list all words not designated as non-keywords. Titles
are then sorted by these keywords, each title appearing once for each keyword
appearing in the title. The keyword sorts are then alphabetized and printed in
the context of all or most of the title in which the keyword appears. Every title
with the particular keyword is listed together. Each time a title is listed an
identifying code is also printed so that the user may enter Parts II (The Author-
alphabetized Bibliography), and III (The Author Cross-reference).
Because the KWIC Indexes have been sectioned, we have tried to make
each section stand by itself. As a result some titles appear in more than one
section of the index and this results in duplication in Parts II and III of the volume.
In the Author-alphabetized Bibliography a title is printed only once. Identifying
codes for that same title from other sections refer to the identifying code which
has the reference printed in full. The duplications in the Author Cross-reference
have been left in, however, so that the user may enter this part of the volume
from any relevant section of the KWIC Listings.
As indicated earlier, the standard KWIC program was modified further by
introduction of cross-indexing between sections. Specifically, Section 5 (Infor-
mation, Communication, and Diffusion Theory) had a number of titles we recog-
nized as relevant to several other sections (1, 2, and 6). Any such relevant titles
in Section 5, it was felt, should be indexed with these other sections.
To accomplish this the keyword list developed in each of the three sections
was run on Section 5. Titles picked out of Section 5 in this manner were then in-
dexed with the section in question.
The rationale for this step was an extension of the basic premise of the
KWIC Index system. It presumes that keywords common to Section 5 and the
other sections reflect a tie between the subject-matter areas which may be used
for classification. The system of cross-indexing could have been extended to
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more sections. We chose to use it only with the sections indicated because it
was experlmental, because it counters somewhat the advantages of sectioning--
complete cross-indexing would introduce an excess of "noise" in each section--
and because we believe crosses involving Section 5 were of particular interest.
The modifications which were made in the standard KWIC Index seem to
have worked out well. They introduce additional flexibility into KWIC Indexing
and may enlarge its application. In the matter of information retrieval as such,
the technique of crossing keyword lists for indexing appears to offer the possibility
of suggesting novel relationships among distinctive subject areas which might
otherwise pass unnoticed. It is our hope, therefore, that this volume will not
only enable others to avoid many vexing hours of search for literature on research
and regions but may also prompt new associations among these subject areas.
In the survey and collection of this material we wish to acknowledge
helpful suggestions from Professors John M. Brazzel, Carmen Menezes and Donald
Murry. In making necessary modifications of the IBM EIKWIC program to the
present application Mrs. Barbara Anderson has been most helpful.
J. C. M.
J.G.
°,.
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USE OF KWlC INDEXED BIBLIOGRAPHY
The strength of the KWIC Index lles prlmarily in the completeness of the
indexing. Each title in the bibliography is listed in the relevant section of the
KWIC Listing as many times as the keywords it possesses. It is simple to use but
it does require an initial understanding of its structure if it is to be used effec-
tively.
There are seven keyword lists in Part I which provide a guide as to broad
interest areas. When the appropriate section has been selected, specific topics
are given by keywords. These are printed in column in the approximate center
of the page as shown in Figure 1.
The function of the Keyword Listing is to provide sufficient information
about a work to permit the user to decide if it is of interest to him. To this end,
the Keyword Listing is given 78 character-spaces for the title. This title pro-
vides the context for the keyword and this Fact gives the name to the indexing
system. Titles are read from right to left, beginning with the first word to the
right of .= symbols.
The point along the llne at which a title will begin depends on where
the particular keyword appears in the title. If the keyword is the first word in
the title, the title begins in the center of the page. If it is a title too long to be
completed to the right of the keyword, it is completed by using the spaces to the
left of the keyword in the same row. The titles, in o_her words, may be wrapped
around the keyword. (See Figure 1).
In some cases (some 15% of the total) the length of the title will exceed
available character spaces in the KWIC listing. In this case it is necessary to
omit a part of the title. In the majority of cases the omission is less than a full
word and the meaning of the title is quite clear. In these cases, occasionally
the symbols used to note the title ending (.=) may also be omitted. Any time
doubt arises, reference to the Author-alphabetlzed Bibliography (Part II) will
clarify the matter readily.
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Once a title in the Keyword Listings is found that is of interest, the com-
plete reference for that title may be obtained by turning to Part II, the Author-
alphabetized Bibliography. The Bibliography is entered with the Reference Code
which is given to the right of each title in the Keyword Listings. This reference
code includes the first four letters of the principle author's last name, two inltials,
the year of publication (last two digits), and an Identifying Number. This Iden-
tifying Code is given to the left of the Bibliographic entry in Part II. (See Figure
2). Since the Bibliography is author-alphabetized, location of the title is both
simple and posltlve.
If the bibllographlc item has jolnt-authors, these will be shown in Part II.
However, items in the bibliography are listed only by flrst-llsted author. Part III
groups by author all titles he has authored or co-authored within the subject-
matter scope of this bibliography. (See Figure 3). This permits the user to identify
the work of an individual who was a secondary or junior author.
PART I: KEYWORD LISTINGS
SECTION 6: REGIONAL ECONOMICS AND LOCATION THEORY
REFERENCE CODE
KWIC INDEXED TITLE
AN
LOCATION OF INDUSTRY IN
TRIES WITH REFERENCE TO
CATION OF INDUSTRIES IN
DEVELOPMENT.= AN
GOVERNMENTAL DEFENSE
STRUCTURE OF DEPRESSED
THE GREAT
THE GREAT
ERENCE TO PUERTO RICO.=
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT.-
VARIATIONS IN
IES AND DISECONOMIES OF
ETROPDLITAN DOMINANCE.=
ORENZ CURVE ANALYSIS OF
NAL ECCNDMIC GROWTH AND
PRODUCT MARKET IN STATE
FISCAL IMPACT OF LOCAL
S AND THEIR RELATION TO
N OCCUPATIONS.= URBAN
LABOR FACTORS IN THE
ROBLEMS.z COMMUNITY AND
ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF
MEASURE OF
O NAGOYA.= STRUCTURE OF
NCE ON PLANT LOCATION.-
SOME ASPECTS OF
INDEX OF ECONOMIC DIVERSIFICATION.=
INDIA.=
INDIA.= THE THEORY OF LOCATION OF INDUS
INDIA.= LD
INDUCTIVE APPROACH TO THE REGIONALIZATION OF ECONOMIC
INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY AND ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY.=
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
AUTHOR IIDENTI_
I & YEAR IFYINGI
RAPK C 54 60360
RAO RV 46 60359
ROW BG 46 60374
SHAR TR 46 60110
BERR BJ 60 60158
ESTA RC 61 60044
ACTIVITY IN RELATION TO THE SOUTH.= MARB CE 58 60320
AREAS.= SOME ASPECTS OF THE ECONOMIC GALL LE 59 60221
BELT.= HOBS AC 51 60264
BELT.= SYKE J 52 60403
COMPLEX ANALYSIS AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT W ISAR W 55 60296
COMPLEX ANALYSIS AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT.= ISAR W 5q 60072
COMPLEX ANALYSIS, AGGLOMERATION ECONOMIES, ISAR W 59 602q5
COMPOSITION WITH CITY SIZE.= WINS HH 59 60436
CONCENTRATION, THE WARTIME EXPERIENCE OF CO SHIN A 45 60384
CONTROL IN THE METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY, A ST PAPP DM 53 60093
DECENTRALIZATION.- L SMIT GC 47 60387
DEVELOPMENT.= REGIO THOM MD 63 60406
DEVELOPMENT.= ROLE OF THE MATT JM 60 60323
DEVELOPMENT AND PLANT LOCATION.- ROTE V 50 60[04
OEVELOPMFNT.= REGIONAL HIRS WZ 6[ 60263
DEVELOPMENT.= COCATIONAL DECISION BROU HW 50 60167
DEVELOPMENT AND INCOME DIFFERENTIALS BETWEE HATH DE 64 60255
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOUTH.- DE VY 5[ 601q2
DEVELOPMENT, A CASE ILLUSTRATION OF LOCATIO GREE ML 60 60244
DISPERSAL.= MELA A 56 60327
DISTRIBUTION.= FLOR PS 43 60208
DISTRICTS IN JAPAN, THE CASES OF TOKYO, OSA BEIK M 56 60K53
DISTRICTS OF THE CHICAGO REGION AND THEIR I MITC WN 33 60333
DIVERSIFICATION IN THE U.S..= RDDG A 55 60371
DIVERSIFICATION IN AMERICAN CITIES.= MC LA 30 60324
FOUNDATIONS AND COMMUNITY PROGRESS.= RAGA PH 52 60356
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PART 11: AUTHOR - ALPHABETIZED BIBLIOGRAPHY
AUTHOR(S)
TITLE
PUBLICATION INFORMATION
2025g QblR JP 62 QUIRK J P
ADMISSIBILITY AND MEASURABLE UTILITY FUNCTIONS.=
REVIEW OF ECENO_IC STUDIES 2ge 140-46,1962
3D066 RAeY _L 64 RABY h L
THE IMPACT CF INCOME TAXES ON CORPORATE RESEARCH.=
JOURNAL CF ACCOUNTANCY I18, 53-56t AUGUST, [q64
70230 RAEW K 63 RAD_A_ K
COST BEHAVIOR IN CONDITIONS OF ECONOMIC CHANGE, AN OUTLINE.=
L'EGYPTE CD_TEMPORAINE 54, NO.312, 25-5I, APRIL, 1963
7D07_ RAGA M 54 RAGAN M TIHMONS J F
BENEFIT-CZST ANALYSIS.=
PAPER PRESENTED BEFORE JOINT SESSIC_ NF THE FCCNOMICS AND
ENGINEERING SECTIU_ OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE, BERKELY, CALIFORNIA_ DECEMBER 27
, 1954
60356 RAGA PH 52 RAGAN P H
INDUSTRIAL FCUNOATIONS AND COMMUNITY PROGRESS.=
HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW 30, NC.6, 6g-B3, NOVEMBER-
DECEMBER, 1952
6C357 RAHM MA 63 RAHMAN M A
REGIONAL ALLOCATION OF INVESTMENT, AN AGGREGATIVE STUDY IN
THE THEERY OF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMING.=
QLARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECENOMICS 77, 26-39, FEBRUARY, X963
6C358 RAMA VV 46 RAMANADHA_ V V
RAILWAYS AND INDUSTRIAL LOCATION.=
INDIAN JOLRNAL OF ECONOMICS 27, 163-761 28, 237-43v
OCTOBER, 1946_ OCTOBER, 1947
20166 RAND CW 5g RANDLE C h
PROBLEMS EF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT.=
HARVARD BLSINESS REVIEW 37, 12B-136_ JANUARY, 1959
70_}3 RANT G 62 RANIS G
PRODUCTION FLhCTIONS, MARKET IMPERFECTIONS AND ECONOMIC
DEVELDP_ENI.=
ECONOMIC JOURNAL 72, 344-354, JUNE, 1962
6G35g RAC RV 46 RAO R V
LOCATION CF INDUSTRY IN INDIA.=
INDIAN JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS 27, 140-48, OCTOBER, 1946
6C360 RAPK C 54 RAPKIN C
AN INDEX OF ECONOMIC DIVERSIFICATION.=
LAND ECONOMICS 30, 2Bl-B3, AUGUST, 1954
6C361 RAPK C 56 RAPKIN C
SOME EFFECTS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH ON THE CHARACTER OF CITIES.=
AMERICAN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION, PAPERS AND PROCEEDINGS 46,
293-30I, MAY, 1956
5OI3B RAPO A 53 RAPOPORT A
SPREAD OF INFORMATION THROUGH A POPULATION WITH
SOCIG-STRUCIURAL BIAS, IT.VARIOUS MODELS WITH PARTIAL
TRANSITIVITY.=
BULLEIIN CF MATHEMATICAL BIOPHYSICS 15t NO.4t 535-547,
lg53
5013_ RAPC A 5_ RAPnPORT A
SPREAD OF INFORMATION THROUGH A FGPULATIGN WIT_
SOCIO-STRUCTURAL BIAS, Ill. SUGGESTED EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURES.=
BULLETIN OF MATHEMATICAL BIOPHYSICS 16_ NO.I, 75-B2_
I954
50136 RAPO A 56 RAPOPORT A
ON THE APPLICATION OF THE INFORMATION CONCEPT TO LEARNING
THEORY.=
BULLETIN CF MATHEMATICAL BIOPHYSICS 18, NO.6, 3[?-323,
DECEMBER, 1956
Figure 2
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PART 111: AUTHOR CROSS-RE
AUTHOR OR J IDEN. NO. JCO-AUTHOR AUTHOR & YEAR
QUASTLERt h 5e036 QUASH 56
QUASTLER, H lED) 50035 QUAS HE 53
QUINh J E 10144 QUIN JB 63
30065 QUIN JB 58
30064 QUIN JB 60
20040 QUIN JB 5g
20163 QUIN JB 61
20165 QUIN 3B 61
QUIRK J P 20260 QUIR JP 61
20259 QUIR JP 62
RABY W L 30066 RABY WL 64
RADWA_ K 70230 RADW K _3
RAGAN M 70074 RAGA M 54
RAGA_ P k 60356 RAGA P_ 52
RAHMAh M A 60357 RAHM HA 63
RAIFFA H 20250 LUCE RD 57
RAMANAOHAM V V 60358 RAMA VV 46
RAhDLE C W 20166 RAND CW 59
RANIS G 70413 RANT G 62
10083 FEI JC _3
RAC R V 60359 RAO RV 46
RAPKI_ C 6036t RAPK C 56
60360 RAPK C 54
RAPOPCRT A 50II0 LAND HG 53
50138 RAPO A 53
50136 RAPO A 56
50139 RAPO A 54
RAPPING t A 70414 RAPP LA 65
RASHEVSKY N 50140 RASH N 54
50142 RASH N 50
5014l RASH N 51
RASMUSSEh K 7027q RASH K 62
REDER M W 70415 REDE MW 47
70018 REDE MW 47
REDLICH F 50143 REDL F 53
REEDER t G 60363 REED LG 54
60362 REED LG 52
REEVES E C 30067 REEVED 58
30090 REEVED 61
REINEPAh_ M W 60364 REIN MW 60
FERENCE
J AUTHOR OR IDEN. NO. ICO.AUTHOR AUTHOR & YEAR
RCTHSTEIN J
RGTHSTEI_, J
RDW B G
RCY A D
RUBEL J H
RbBENSTEIh A H
RLBIN 8
RLDNYER K N
RUGGLES R
RbNKEL P J
RUTTAN V W
RYAN B
RYDE D
SACKEIT H F
SADOW R M
SAID G E M
SAKUBA I
SALVESCN M E
SAMUEL A t
SAMUELSCN P A
50147 ROTH J 62
50148 RDTH J 64
50038 ROTH J 58
60374 ROW 8G 46
20261 ROY AO 52
10035 RUBE JH 63
10147 RUDE AH 64
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70555 BAIN JS 56
70025 BAIN JS 60
40025 MEES CE 46
20070 BAKE NR 64
20155 NORD PV 59
60140 BALA R 46
70127 BALA 63
70557 BALD W 53
10058 BALO WL 62
50007 BALE RF 50
10059 BALL RE 57
60005 BALL WH 40
60[41 BALD T 49
50050 BALD T 63
20[28 KLIE WH 53
50052 8ARH Y 53
50051 BARH Y 55
70511 BARD P 64
60007 BARF 8 38
30013 BAR[ NN 49
60[42 BARK HA 63
70002 BARN T 45
70128 BARN T 57
50053 BARN GA 51
10002 BARN HG 53
60159 BERR BJ 62
70026 BARO E 58
20009 8ARR BF 63
70300 BARZ Y 64
20071 BASS LW 56
60008 BASS HY 48
70027 BATC FM 58
70129 BAUE PT 45
70459 BAUG GF 6[
30014 BAUG GF 6[
70479 BAUM WJ 6l
70003 RAUM WJ 52
70513 BAUM WJ 64
70627 BAUN WJ 64
20220 BAUM WJ 63
58008 BAUS HM 54
50054 BAVE A 60
60143 BAYK A 41
70130 BEAC EF 49
60009 BEAD A 5l
50145 RDGE EM 58
50009 BEAR PC 50
60303 KOOP TC 57
60144 BECK MJ 58
60148 BECK MJ 55
60147 BECK MJ 55
60146 BECK MJ 57
60[45 BECK MJ 55
70131 BECK MJ 56
20072 BECK A 62
60211 FOST CO 63
60[49 BEES M 57
60151 BEIK M 53
60[50 BEIK M 57
60153 BEIK M 56
60152 BEIK M 58
196
8ELL F g 60154 BELL FW 64
70301 BELL FW 64
BELLE F 50055 BELL F 53
BEn-ISRAEL A 20223 BENT A 62
BENDAT J S 50011 BEND 35 58
BENTON M 10004 BENT M 61
BEnTZEL R 70302 BENT R 58
BERANEK w 70481 BERA W 58
BERELSON, B 50013 8ERE B 64
50012 BERE B 52
BERGSTRE_ A R 70303 BERG AR 62
BERINGER C 70304 BERI C 56
BERLE A K 20011 8ERL AK 59
BERMAN B R 60010 BERM BR 60
BERMAN E B 60155 BERM EB 59
BERNAL J D 50056 BERN JO 48
50057 BERN JO 59
40002 BERN JD 57
BERNARD G 70305 BERN G 64
BERNCULLI D 70460 BERN D 54
BERRY B J L 60160 RERR BJ 58
60159 BERR BJ 62
60158 BERR BJ 60
60157 BERR BJ 59
60[56 BERR BJ El
60225 GARR WL 58
60224 GARR WL 58
BERTALAFFNY L V 50058 BERT LV 62
BEVERTCGE W T B 40003 BEVE WE 57
BIALIK J J 20073 BIAL JJ 60
BISHCP C E 70601 SEAG JA 58
BISHCP R L 70132 BISH RL 48
BLACK D 70133 BLAC G 55
BLACK J 70307 BLAC J 62
BLACK J C 70264 BLAC JD 26
BLACKBURN 60211 FOST C0 63
BLAIR J M 70134 BEAT JM 48
70558 BEAT JM 42
10021 LORW LL 41
IC060 BLAI JM 48
BLAKE M F 30016 BEAK MF 58
BLAKE MATTHEw F 30015 BLAK MA 59
BLANK D P 20012 BLAN DM 57
BEAU J H 70028 BEAU JH 57
BLAUG M iO06l BLAU M 63
BLCOD J W 20013 BLED JW 62
BLCUC W J 30017 BLCO WJ 56
BLOOM C C 60011 BLCn CC 56
BLCUGH R M 10064 BLOU RM 55
BLUM L J 50031 MC tA 64
BLUMEhFIELO H 60161 BLUM H 50
BOALT 50059 BOAL 57
BOAS C W 60162 BOAS CW 61
8CGUE C J 60077 K[TA EM 55
60012 BOGU DJ 49
BONINI E P 70602 SIMO HA 58
BORTS G H 70514 BORT CH 54
70135 BOR7 GH 60
10136 BORT GH 58
70309 BORT GH 62
70308 80RT Gh 52
60163 BORT GH 58
60393 STEI JL 62
BOSE H 70560 BOSE H 54
BCULOING K 70310 BOUL K 42
BOULDTNG K E 70506 5710 GJ 52
70265 BOUL KE 55
70515 BOUt KE 48
BOURnEUF A 10311 BOUR A 64
BOVENTER E VCN 60164 BOVE EV 61
60165 ROVE EV E3
BCWIE R k 20075 BOWl RM 57
BOX G E P 20021 OAVI OL 56
BOYD J E 20076 BOY_ JE 57
BRAITHWAITE R B 70455 BRAT RB 55
BRAMHALL 0 F 60166 BRAM DF 61
60286 ISAR W 59
8RANDCW G E 70137 BRAN GE 58
BRANDEW C G 60435 WEST DA 64
BRAY F S 70138 BRAY FS 46
BREESE G W 60013 BREE GW 49
60014 BREE GW 54
8REKKE A 10312 BREK A 54
BREMS H 70313 BREM H _3
70139 BREM H 52
BRESSLER R 0 JR. 70561 BRES RG 45
BRIGHT H F 10210 WATS DS 60
BRILLOUIN L 5C060 BRIL L 50
BRILLCUlh, L 50014 BRIL L 56
8RCCK L P 30019 BROC LP 54
BRONFENBRENNER M
BRDNCWSKI J
BROSTER E J
BROUDE H k
BROWN E H P
BROWN J 0
BROWN L
BROWN M
BROWN P
BROWN W G
BROWN W H
BROWNLEE C
BROWNLEE C H
BROZEN Y
BRUCE S S
BRUMBERG R
BRUNT L
BRUTCN H J
BUCHANAN J M
BLCHAnNAN R E
BURKHEAD J
BURNS A E
BERNS L S
BLRNS T
RUSH G P
BLTLER J O
CADY C J
CAIRNCROSS A K
CAIRNS J P
CAMERCN B
CAMPBELL A K
CAMPBELL k
EANNCN W B
CAPRCN W M
CARLSON R C
CARLSCN S
CARNAP R
DARRELL J C JR.
CARRCTHERS G A P
CARTANO 0 G
CARTER C F
CARIER H E
CARTWRIGHI D
CARVER H
CASSELS J M
CASTLE E h
CHAMBERLAIN E
CHAMBERLIk E H
CHAMPERNOWkE 0 G
CHAND M
CPAPIN F S
CHARNES A
CHENERY H B
70140
70314
70315
40031
70141
70562
60167
70227
70316
20017
50061
70317
70318
70563
20078
20203
20180
70407
10065
10161
70001
20221
10066
10072
10071
10070
10069
10068
10067
30020
70142
70564
10073
70517
70004
70029
70053
70052
70046
60044
60168
10210
60169
20079
20014
20015
60170
70092
60171
70143
70266
70319
60172
40004
40005
60287
20280
70093
50052
60173
60174
10146
10074
10075
10005
500IS
60257
70361
10355
50016
10006
60016
70320
70407
70482
70144
70321
70322
600t7
20226
20225
20224
20017
20016
70145
70146
70148
70147
70518
70615
BRON M 53
BRON M 44
8RON M 39
BRON J 58
BROS EJ 38
BROS EJ 48
BROU HW 50
BROW EH 36
BREW EH 57
BROW JO 60
BROW L 63
BROW N 62
BROW M 62
BROW M 62
BREW P 56
WECH [R 53
SHEP C 56
NELS M 57
BROW WH 57
SCHM J 62
ALLE ED 47
BROW DH 63
BROZ Y 53
BROZ Y 60
BROZ Y 57
BROZ Y 51
BROZ Y 61
BROZ Y 57
BROZ Y 53
BRUC SS 58
BRUM R 53
BRUN L 64
BRUT HJ 56
BUCH JM 62
BUCH JM 60
BUCH Je 54
BUCH JH 63
BUCH JM 56
BUCH JM 58
ESTA RC 61
BURK J 50
WATS OS 60
BURN LS 63
BURN T 61
BUSH GP 50
BUSH DP 53
BUTt JD 53
CADY GJ 42
CAIR AK 52
CAIR JP 62
CAME B 54
CAME B 52
CAMP AK 58
CAMP h 52
CANN WB 45
ISAR W 49
CARL RC 61
CARL S 56
BARH Y 53
CARR JO 55
CARR GA 56
ROGE EM 62
CART CF 62
CART CF 59
CART CF 58
CART CF 57
HEAD EO 59
HEAO EO 59
HALT AN 57
CART D 60
CART D 60
CARV H 62
CASS JM 37
NEtS M 57
CHAM E 33
CHAM EH 48
EHAM DG 54
CHAN M 57
CHAP FS 62
CHAR A 65
CHAR A 62
CHAR A 59
CHAR A 65
CHAR A 61
CHAR A 54
CHAR A 55
CHEN HB 53
CHFN HB 49
CHEW HB 52
CHEN HB 56
CHERRY C 50018 CHER C 57
CHERRY C (ED) 50017 CHER CE 56
CHERRY E C 50062 CHER EC 52
50063 CHER EC 51
CHINIIZ B 60177 CHIN B 60
60176 CHIN B 61
60018 CHIN B 60
60010 BERM BR 60
CHIPMAN J S 70519 CHIP JS 50
CHIMP 20080 CHIP 61
CHISMELM M 60178 CHIS M 63
70568 CHIS M 59
CHURCHMAN C W 20081 CHUR CW 65
40006 CHUR CW 50
CIRIACY-WANTRUP S 70030 CIRI S 55
CIRIANCY-WANTRUP $70054 DIRT S 61
CLARK C 70324 CLARC 55
60179 CLARC 45
CLARK J M 70095 CLAR JM 23
CLARK J W 60[80 CLAR JW 56
CLARKE 20082 CLAR 62
CLEMENS E W 70149 CLEM EW 51
CLEMhOUT S 7n126 DIEM S 64
70325 CLEM S 63
CCASE R h 70031 COAS RH 60
COBB C W 70327 COBB CW 29
70329 COBB CW 2B
70328 COBB CW 30
COCHRAN T C 10076 COCH TC 58
COCHRAN W G 40007 COCH WO 50
COHEN M R 40009 COME MR 34
40008 COME MR 64
COHN E J 60019 COHN EJ 54
COLBERG MR 60444 GREE ML 65
COLBY D H 30021 COLD DH 58
COLE A h 7C032 COLE AH
COLE P F 50064 COLE PF 58
COLE R I 20083 COLE RI 59
CCLEMA_ J 50065 COLE J 61
50066 COLE J 57
CONANT J B 40010 CONA JB 47
CONDLIFFE J B 60181 COND JB 60
COKNCLLY M 30022 CONN H 51
CONRAD A M 70318 BROW M 62
CONWAY F 60182 CONW F 53
CO,WAY R W 70150 CONW RW 59
CCCMBS C H 70461 DOOM CH 53
COOPER G 70151 COOP G 48
COOPER W W 70145 CHAR A 54
70146 CHAR A 55
20224 CHAR A 59
20225 CHAR A 62
20226 CHAR A 65
20016 CHAR A 61
20018 COOP WW 64
COPELAND M A 60449 COPE MA 40
CDRO J 20084 CORD J 64
CORNING P E 20019 CORN ME E3
COSSLETT v E lEO07 COSS VE 55
COINER M L 70033 COIN ML 62
CCTTA A 70330 COTT A 62
COTTERILL C H 60020 COTT CM 50
COURI L V 70152 COUR LM 42
CEX G M 40007 EOCH WG 50
COX R 70153 COX R 61
60183 COX R 59
CRAIG P G 60184 ORAl PG 57
CRAMER h 20228 CRAM H 46
CRANE J 60185 CRAN J 34
CREAMER 0 60186 CREAD 43
CREAMER C B 70484 CREA CB 35
CRISP R C 2028[ CRIS RO 58
CULHAN R M 20087 DEAN B 65
CUMBERLANE J 60021 DUMB J 51
CU_NINGEAM W G 70485 CUNN WG 51
CURTIS F J 30073 SHEE DH 43
CUZZERT R P 60022 CUZZ RP 55
CACEY M 60416 ULLM E 60
CACEY M F 60187 DACE MF 60
DAHL R A 70005 DAHL RA 53
DALY P 70331 DALY P 43
OAklELSEk L E 20020 CANT LE 60
OANTZIG G B 20229 OANT GB 55
OAVIOSEN R K 70154 DAVI RK 56
CAVIES C l 20021 EAVI OL 56
DAVIES C L (ED) 40011 CAVI OL 54
DAVIS A A 70623 OAVIAA 65
DAVIS B 60040 DUNC DO 52
60039 DUNE 00 53
60028 DAVIB 52
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60021 DAVI B 52
60026 DAVI 8 52
60025 OAVI 8 52
60024 DAVI 8 53
60023 CAVl B 51
DAVIS H S 70569 OAVI HS 56
DAVIS K 20085 DAVI K 62
DAVIS 0 A 60443 DAVI OA 64
70521 DAVI OA 62
70520 CAVI CA 63
DAVIS R C 20086 DAVI RC 54
DE CAMP L S 20011 BERL AK 59
DE FLEUR P L 500[9 DE FL 58
DE HAVEN J C 10078 DE HA 57
DE JOUVENAL B 70034 DE JO 65
DE V. GRAAFF 70494 OE VG 57
DE VYVER F T 60192 DE VY 51
DE WIlT N 20024 DE WI 55
DEAN B 20087 DEAN B 65
OEAN B V 20089 DEAN BV 62
20023 DEAN 8V 63
20022 DEAN 8V 64
IOOTT DEAN 8V 64
OEAN J 10091 DEAN J 5[
10098 DEAN J 36
70156 DEAN J 48
70155 DEAN J 49
70160 DEAN J 41
70159 DEAN J 37
70158 DEAN J 41
70157 DEAN J 42
70161 DEAN J 42
DEAN W H JR. 60029 OEAN WH 38
DEARDEN J 70099 DEAR J 62
DEARDEN, J 30023 DEAR J 63
OEBREU G 2023[ CEBR G 58
OENIS_N E F 10008 DENI EF 62
OENNISON S R 60031 DENN SR 39
60190 DENN SR 37
60189 DENN SR 37
60[88 OENN SR 40
DENTG_ G R 60191 DENT GR 55
DERR I B 20062 ADDI A 61
DESSAU J I0079 DESS J 62
DESSEL M D 60032 DESS MD 58
DEWEY 0 60193 OEWE 0 55
70162 DEWED 62
DHRYMES P J 70332 OHRY PJ 63
70333 OHRY PJ 62
20230 OHRY PJ 64
DICKIKSON R E 60033 OICK RE 47
CIEHL L F 60194 DIEH LF 43
OILLC_ J l 70269 HEAD EO 61
DINGLE H 40012 BING H 53
OISMAN 10056 ASHE 64
DODDS 50067 DOODS 61
DELl J P 70334 DELL JP 60
70395 MC QU 6[
CERFMAN J 70335 CORE J 64
DCRFMAN R 70194 OCRF R 51
DCRN W S 20232 OORN WS 60
OCRNBUSCH S M 60034 OORN SM 52
60035 DORN SM 52
CCSSER D G M 6035I PEAC AT 59
DEUGLAS P H 70336 OOUG PH 48
70337 DeUG PH 38
70331 DALY P 43
70328 COBB CW 30
70329 COBB CW 28
70327 COBB CW 29
70315 BRON V 39
DCWSEIT k T 60195 OOWS WT 57
DRAKE E N 30024 ORAK EN SR
CRANE N I 60196 ORAN NT 63
DRUCKER P F 20090 DRUC PF 63
D_BEY V 70163 DUDE V 60
DUBININ 50068 OUBI 63
DUESENBERRY J lOOBO DUES J 56
OUESE_BERRY J S 70486 DUES JS 49
DUNCAN B 60198 DUNE B 60
60197 DUNC B 59
OLNCAN 0 _ 60028 DAVI B 52
60040 OUNC OD 52
60039 DUNE DO 53
60038 DUNE OD 60
60037 DUNC C0 52
60036 OUNC OD 51
60026 DAVI B 52
60027 OAVI B 52
DLNCAN 0 I 60198 DUNC B 60
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DUNN E S
DUhNI_G J H
DUPREE A H
DYEKMAN J W
OYCKMAN T R
DYKEMAN F C
OZIEWCKSKI K
EASFWCOD T B
ECKAUS R S
ECKSTEIN C
EDGERTEN H A
EDWARCS h R
EDWARCS W
FGAN M
EISENBERG E
EITEMAN W J
ELIAS P[CH)
ELLIS H S
ELLSBERG 0
EMMER R E
ENKE S
EPSTEI_ R C
ERDMA_ H E
ERSKIkE H
ES/ALL R C
ESTRUP H
EVAN W H
EVANS R I
EVELY R
EWELL R H
EZEKIEL H
EZEKIEL M
FABIAN T
EAGEN R E
FANOR M
FARR_R C E
FARRELL M J
FEI J C
FEINSIEIN A
FELLNER W
FERGUSON A r
FERGUSCN E F
FETTER F A
FIELD P M
FIELDHDUSE M
FINISCN H J
FISHE_DEk R M
FISHER F M
FISHER J C
FISHER J L
FISHER R A
FISHER R M
FLAMA_T M
FLANAGAN J C
FLEMING J M
FLINT R
FLORENCE P S
FLOYD J S
FOG B
60200
60199
6004I
60247
10081
60042
20091
30025
60201
60043
I0223
70049
70047
70048
70570
70006
20131
60196
20236
50069
20235
70166
70165
70164
70167
70338
5C070
70522
20234
20233
60202
60203
70339
60204
70168
50071
60044
70340
50072
50073
70169
10082
70170
70261
70260
70627
50086
50074
20238
70035
7034l
10083
50020
10084
10219
70522
70342
7017I
70172
70343
70344
60205
IC03I
70341
20092
50075
70100
10085
60206
60207
60270
40013
40015
40014
40032
70487
70523
20025
20026
70524
10086
70572
70488
60384
60208
60045
6_047
0u046
60048
70173
_UNN ES 60
OUNN ES 56
DUNN ES 54
HAGU DC 55
_UPR AH 63
DYCK JW 61
DYCK TR 65
CYKE FC 59
OZIE K 62
EAST TR 52
ECKA RS E6
KRUT JV 60
ECKS 0 64
ELKS fl 58
ECKS 0 54
ELKS O 55
KRUG HE 59
_RAN NT 63
EOWA W 54
EGAN M 56
EISE E 61
EITE WJ 52
EITE WJ 48
EITE WJ 47
EITE WJ 53
EITE WJ 45
ELlA PC 56
ELLI HS 43
ELLS O 63
ELLS D 61
EMME RE 57
ENKE S 42
ENKE S 62
EPSI RC 29
ERDM HE 44
ERSK H 62
_SFA RE 6I
ESTR H 63
EVAN WM 63
EVAN RI 63
EVEL R 46
EWEL RH 55
EZEK H 57
WYLI K 41
_YLI K 4D
8AUM WJ 64
HALL AD 56
FANG RM 54
FARR DE 62
FARR MJ 58
FARR MJ 62
FE[ JC 63
FEIN A 58
FELL W 51
FELL W 66
ELLI HS 43
FERG AR 51
FERG AR 50
FERG AR 58
FERG EE 62
FERG CE 62
FETT FA 24
PERA G 40
FARR MJ 62
FINI HJ 54
FISH RM 59
FISH FM 64
FISH JC 59
FISH Jl 55
FISH J1 57
HOOV EM 49
FISH RA 51
FISH RA 56
FISH RA 50
FISH RA 55
FISH RM 55
FLAM M 64
FLAN JC 49
FLAN JC 65
FLEM JM 55
FLIN RN 64
FLDR PS 54
FLOR PSA8
SHEN A 45
FLOR PS 43
FLOR PS 48
FLOR PS 62
FLOR PS El
FLOY JS 52
FOG B 56
FCGARTY M P 60049 FOGA MP 47
60209 FEGA MP 47
FCLEY D t 60210 FOLE Ol 56
60050 F_LE el 57
FCLGER A P 20093 FCLG AP 62
FCRSHAW J H 70489 FORS JH 43
FOSTER C _ 6021I FOST CD 63
FCURAKER l E 60212 FOUR LE 57
60213 FOUR LE 55
FOUR[E F C W 60214 FOUR FC 54
FOX K A 60215 FOX KA 55
FRAkKEL M 70345 FRAN M 62
FRANKEL S H 70462 FRAN SH 52
FRASER D A S 20240 FRAS DA 57
FREEDMAN P 40016 FREE P 50
FREEMAN 30026 FREE 62
20094 FREE 60
FREUNO R I 20239 FREU RT 56
FREUTEL G 60288 ISAR W 54
FRIEDMAN P 20237 FRIE M 48
70573 FRIE M 55
10010 FRIE M 57
FRIEC_ANN J R P 60217 FRIE JR 56
60216 FRIE JR 58
602[8 FRIE JR 59
FRISCH H L 50076 FRIS HL 63
FRISCH R 70630 FRIS R 65
FRITZ W G 60208 FLOR PS 43
FRY 20095 FRY 63
FLCHS V R 60219 FUCH VR 59
60220 FUCH VR 59
60051 FUCH VR 62
FLLLER W A 70346 _ULL NA 62
FLRUBCTN E G 70347 FURU EG 62
GALLANTIER A J 30027 GALL AJ 55
GALLAwAY l E 60221 GALL LE 59
GALLICN A 8 60052 GALL AB 63
GARFIELD E 20048 SHER I 65
GARGIULO G R 20096 GARG GR 61
GARNER W R 50077 GARN WR 56
5002I GARN WR 62
GARRISON k L 60224 GARR WL 58
60223 GARR WL 55
60222 GARR WL 56
60225 GARR WL 58
60160 8ERR BJ 58
GARTLEIN C W [0087 GARI CW
GARWCCD J D 60226 GARW JO 52
GASS J R 50078 GASS JR 54
GAUSS D B JR 30028 GAUS 08 58
GAVER D P JR. 20097 GAVE DP 65
GEORGE W H 60017 GEOR WH 38
GESICK E 20098 GESI E 56
GESICK E J 30029 GESI EJ 56
GHERITY J A 70174 GHER JA 61
GHISELIN e 20195 TAYL CW 6[
GIERSCH H 602_7 GIER H 50
60228 GIER H 65
GILAN[ S T 70175 GILA ST 64
GILBERT E N 50079 GIL8 EN 58
GIL8ER7 J C 70348 GILB JC 56
GILFILLAN S C 10089 GILF SC 52
10088 GILF SC 30
10011 GILF SC 35
GILLES R E 60208 FLOR PS 43
GILMORE H k 60053 GILM HW 53
GIVENS M B 60229 GIVE MB 53
GLADSCN J W 30030 GLAD JW 55
GLASS 8 50080 GLAS B 59
GLATT 20099 GLAT 6'4
GLOSKEY C R 20100 GLOS CR 60
GDEDHbYS 0 W 70036 GOED DW 63
GOGNA P R 30031 GCGN PR 60
GCLD 8 10090 GOLD 8 64
GOLOBERG 20101 GOLO 63
GOLDMAN I 50081 GOLD I 59
GOLDMAN J 20027 GOLD J 65
GOLDMAN I A 60230 GOLD TA 58
GCLDPANe S 50022 GOLD S 53
GOLOSCHEIC R 70037 GOLD R 58
GOtDSTEIN S 60245 GOLD S 57
GOOD C V 60018 GOOD CV 54
GORDON G 20102 GORO G 63
20093 FOLG AP 62
GORDON S 70038 GORD S 58
GORI M 60054 GORI M 62
GOTTLIEB M 70176 GOTT P 60
GCTTMANN J 60055 GOTT J 6!
GRAHAM F 0 10007 GRAH FD 42
GRAMM W S 70039 GRAM WS 63
GRAY R D
GREBLER L
GREEN E I
GREEN H A J
GREEN H L
GREENE L S
GREENHUT M L
GREEhWALG C
GRIBB1N T K
GRIFFIN J I
GRILICHES Z
GROSS N C
GRCSSMA_ G
GRCVES H N
GUEST L C JR
GUNNAR
GUSTAFSZh W E
GUTHRIE G E
GUTHRIE J A
HABAKKUK H J
HABERSTRCH
HAGEM E E
HAGERSTRAND T
HAGGERTY
HAGUE D C
HAHN F H
HAHN K R
HAHN W A JR.
HAIG R M
HAINES W W
HALBERT P H
HALDI J
HALE C E
HALL
HALL A O
HALL M (ED)
HALL P M
HALLER H
HALLMAN L 8
HALPERIN J S
HALTER A N
HAMBERG C
HAMILTON H
HAMMER C
HAMMERSLEY J M
HAMMC_D R J
HAMMOND S
HANCE W A
HANSEh A h
HARBERGER A
HARDIN L S
HARI_G J E
HARRAH O
HARRELL C
20035 LLDY JT 56
6023I GREB L 56
70040 GRE8 L 60
20104 GREE EI 57
70349 GREE HA 59
60232 GREE HL 56
60233 GREE LS 41
60235 GREE ML 55
60234 GREE ML 56
60244 GREE Mt 60
60243 GREE HL 59
60242 GREE ML 52
60241 GREE ML 60
60240 GREE ML 51
60239 GREE ML 52
60238 6REE ML 55
60237 GREE ML 57
60236 GREE ML 59
60058 GREE ML 56
60057 GREE HE 63
60353 PFOU RW 57
60444 GREE ML t5
1009I GREE D 59
EbLi92 bRLE D 56
10109 KEEZ D 60
70177 GRIB TK 53
60059 GRIF J[ 56
70350 GRIL Z 64
70352 GRIL Z 57
70351 GRIL Z 63
10093 GRIL Z 62
10095 GRIL Z 57
10094 GRIL Z 60
10097 GRIL Z 64
[0096 GRIt Z 58
50[54 RYAN B 43
50166 GROS G 66
70041 GROV HM 53
30032 GUES LC 54
50059 BOAL 57
10098 GUST WE 62
70353 GUST WE 62
70[67 EITE WJ 53
70166 EITE WJ 52
70574 GUTH JA 55
60246 GUTH JA 55
10012 HABA HJ 62
20045 RUdE AH 60
10013 HAGE EE 58
50084 HAGE T 63
50083 HAGE T
20105 HAGG 64
60247 HAGU DC 55
60060 HAGU DC 52
70285 STDN AW 53
70588 MC LE 49
30033 HAHN KR E2
10099 HAHN WA 62
60248 HAIG RM 26
70178 HAIN WW 48
50085 HALB MH 59
70354 HALC J 5g
70545 HALD J 50
30034 HALE CE 61
20[06 HALL 64
50086 HALL AD 56
60061 HALL ME 59
70490 HALL ME 59
10018 HALL MM 62
70042 HALL H 63
20107 HALL LB 62
30036 HALP JS 54
70_55 HALT AN 57
IOlO[ HAHB D 64
IOlOO HAM8 D 63
50102 KATZ E 63
50087 HAHN C 57
50088 HAMM JM 63
50076 FRIS HL 63
70043 HAMM RJ 61
7COO8 HAMM RJ 60
60269 HAMM S 42
60250 HANC WA 61
7C009 HANS AP 42
7C044 HARd A 57
70546 HEAD EO 56
20245 HART JE 59
50090 HARR 0 56
50089 hARR D 63
70078 TOLL GS 62
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HARRIS C D 60251 HARR CD 53
HARRIS S E 60252 HARR SE 56
60062 HARR SE 52
20108 HARR SE 59
HARRISON A J 70575 HARR AJ 63
HARRISS C L 70022 SHUL WJ 49
60253 HARR CL 57
HARSANYI J C 70663 HARS JC 56
70667 HARS JC 62
70666 HARS JC
70665 HARS JC 64
70464 HARS JC 65
70469 HARS JC 62
70668 HARS JC 61
HARTLEY K 70356 HART K 65
HARTLEY R V 50091 HART RV 28
HASSLER J 8 60256 HASS J8 59
HASTINGS H B 7DlOl HAST HB 23
HATHAWAY G E 60255 HATH DE 64
HATTERY L H 20015 BUSH GP 53
20014 BUSH GP 50
HAUSER P M 70491 HAUS PM 57
HAUSMAN 20109 HAUS 58
HAVENS A E 10146 R_GE EN 62
10145 ROGE EM 62
HAWKINS L C 70179 HAWK LC 50
HAWTREY R 70357 HAWT R 60
HEAD J G 70061 HEAD JG 62
HEADS J 60256 HEAD J 59
HEADY E O 60257 HEAD EO 59
70358 HEAD E0 57
7036I HEAD EO 59
70360 HEAD ED 46
70359 HEAD EO 81
70362 HEAD EO 60
70269 HEAD 60 61
70299 BABB MN 55
70546 HEAD EO 56
HEALEY J M TOl80 HEAL JM 64
HECKERT J B 30035 HECK J8 55
30093 HECK JB 52
HEDLUND E C 60063 HEDL EC 52
HEFLEBOWER R B 70576 HEFL RB 51
HEING R M 70481 8ERA W 58
HEISE G A 50092 HEIS GA 51
HELBURN S 60258 HELd S 43
HELLER W 70010 HELL W 57
HELMSIADTER E 70364 HELM E 64
70363 HELM E 63
HENDERSON d S 70365 HEND JS 53
HENKLE H h 50069 EGAN M 56
HENRICI S 8 70102 HENR SB 47
HENRY W R 60300 KING RA 59
HENSLEY C B 50093 HENS CB 62
HENSLEY R J 70577 HENS RJ 58
HERNER S 50094 HERN S 59
50095 HERN S 54
50023 HERN S 58
HERSIEIN I N 70470 HERS IN 53
20246 HERS IN 53
HERTZ D B 20282 HERT DB 58
20029 HERT DB 53
20176 HERT DB 50
50025 HERT 0B 53
10014 HERT DB 50
40019 HERT DB 50
40020 HERT D8 53
HERTZ D B IED.) lOOl9 HERT DB 53
HESS S W 20030 HESS SW 60
20110 HESS SW 62
HEUSS E 70366 HEUS E 64
HEYEL C 20031 HEYE C 59
HICKEY A E 40033 HICK AE 60
HICKEY T J 20206 WHIT DR 60
HICKS J R 70492 HICK JR 46
70045 HICK JR 39
HIELSEN A M 60089 HILL AM 50
HIGGINS T G 30037 HIGG TG 54
HILBERSEIMER L 60064 HlL8 L 49
HILE G J 60259 HILE GJ 52
HILL C 60260 HILL C 54
HILLIER F 20111 HILL F 63
HILLWAY T 40021 HILL T 56
HINES L G 70055 HINE LG 62
HINOMCTO H 20284 HINO H 65
HIRSCH I 20112 HIRS I 58
HIRSCH W Z 60262 HIRS WZ 59
60261 HIRS WZ 59
60263 HIRS WZ 6[
70181 HIRS WZ 65
A
U
T
n
R
L
I
$
T
200
HERSCHMAN A 0
HIRSHLEIEER J
HISHIYA_A |
HITCH C J
HOBSON A C
HOCH I
HOCKING J G
HOCKWALC W
HOOJERA Z
HOGAN W P
HOLLAND 0 G
HDLMA_ P A
HOLMES W G
HOLTON R H
HOPME H A
HONEY J C
HOCK J C
HOOVER E M
HOPKIh J A
HCPKIhS R C
HORNE W M JR
HOROWIIZ l
HCSELIIZ B F
HOIELLING H
HODIHAKKER H S
MOVLAND C
HOWER 8 M
HURLEY k P
HURWICZ L
HUTICN R F
HYNERS
HYSON C D
HYSON W P
IAMS H
IKLE F C
INTRILIGATCR M 0
IRWIN F
ISARO W
70182
70547
70L84
20241
20243
20242
20247
70578
70011
60264
60265
70369
70368
70355
60265
70370
70371
70185
10211
60065
70186
70187
20001
60083
60066
60068
60067
60270
60269
60268
60267
60010
70579
50096
30038
10103
10102
I0106
lOl05
lOl04
20114
20113
20169
60271
60439
70056
70372
50098
50097
20032
60272
20246
70057
70188
70525
70292
70580
60438
60438
20115
50087
70373
70471
70493
60273
60277
60276
60275
60274
60288
60289
60287
60286
60285
60284
60283
60282
60281
60280
60279
60278
60297
60296
60295
60294
60293
60292
60291
60290
60069
HIRS
HIRS
HIRS
HIRS
HIRS
HIRS
HIRS
HISH
HITC
HOBS
HOCH
HOCH
HOCH
HALT
HOCK
HOOJ
HOGA
HOLL
WATS
HOLM
HOL7
HOMM
AHLB
MC
HOOV
HCOV
hOOV
HOOV
H00V
HOOV
HOOV
BERM
HOPK
HOPK
HORN
HORD
HORO
HORO
HORO
HOR0
HOR0
WZ 56
AO 58
J 62
J 61
J 65
J 61
J 64
| 58
CJ 60
AC 51
l 59
I 58
| 62
AN 57
W 57
Z 63
WP 58
OG 63
DS 64
WG 30
RH 56
HA 53
C0 51
CA 64
EM 48
EM 59
EM 37
EM 49
EM 36
EM 33
EM 55
88 60
JA 58
RC 61
WM 54
63
60
62
65
62
60
HORO 61
RUDE AH 59
HOSE BE 55
HOTE H 29
HOTE H 38
HOUT HS 55
HOVL C 51
HOVL C 53
HOWE RM 63
HURL NP 59
HURW L 45
HURW t 62
HURW L 47
HURW L _5
ALEX RH 57
HYME S 52
HYSO C0 50
HYSO C0 50
IAMS H 55
HAMM C 57
INTR MO 65
IRWI F 35
ISA8 W 56
ISAR W 51
ISAR W 51
ISAR W 49
ISAR W 52
ISAR W 57
ISAR W 54
ISAR W 54
ISAR W 49
ISAR W 59
ISAR W 57
ISAR w 53
[SAR W 48
ISAR W 53
ISAR W 53
[SAR W 53
ISAR W 54
ISAR W 58
[SAN W 50
ISAR W 55
[SAN W 59
ISAR W 63
ISAR W 62
ISAR W 54
ISA8 W 58
ISAR W 53
ISAR W 56
60073 [SAR W 52
60012 ISAR W 59
60071 ISAR W 55
60070 ISAR W 60
JACKSCN F H 60244 GREE ML 60
JACKSON W (EC) 50026 JACK WE 53
JACOBS J 60074 JACO J 61
JAMES J 50065 COLE J 61
JAMES R W 70161 DEAN J 42
JANSCN 50059 BOAt 57
JEBE E H 70334 DOLL JP 60
JENKINS J p 50003 ALTM I 59
JEWKES J 10107 JEWK J 60
10016 JEWK J 58
70581 JEWK J 52
60298 JEWK J 30
JDHANSEN L 70374 JOHA L 59
JOHNSON A R 20071 BASS LW 56
JEHNSCN D G 10224 JOHN 06 66
JOHNSON E A 10108 JOHN EA 60
20116 JOHN EA 61
JOHNSON G L 70546 HEAD ED 56
JOHNSON H G 10375 JOHN HG 61
JOHNSTON J 70376 JOHN J 61
70190 JOHN J 53
70192 JOHN J 58
70191 JOHN J 52
70103 JOHN J 60
JCNES J D 70324 CLAR C 55
JCNES S L 20117 JONE SL 62
JOSEPH M E 10379 KMEN J 63
JLCIbS M J 60333 MITC WN 33
JLOGE G G 60299 JUDG GG 58
JLNGER F G 10017 JUNG FG 56
KAFOGLIS P 70053 8UCH JM 63
KALDCR N 70377 KALD N 56
KAPLA6 A _ H 70582 KAPL AO 50
KAPLAK N 20118 KAPL N 60
20119 KAPL N 60
KARGER O _ 20120 KARG DW 65
KATZ A 20121 KATZ A 59
KATE E 50066 COLE J 57
50102 KATZ E 63
50101 KATZ E 57
50100 KATZ E 62
KAUE_AN G M 20122 KAUF GM 63
KAVESH R A 60289 ISAR W 54
KAYSE6 C 70583 KAYS C 54
KEACHIE E C 70104 KEAC EC
70228 PRES LE 64
KEEZER D 10109 KEEZ 0 60
KELOYSH V N 20123 KELD MN 61
KELL, WALIER G (E030009 WIXO R 56
KELLEY J L JR. 50103 KELL JL 56
KELLEY T l 40023 KELL TL 32
KELLNER 20137 LAZA 64
KELLY M J 20124 KELL MJ 57
KELMAN H 50097 HCVL C 53
KELMAN H C 50104 KELM HC 62
KELTDN G 20125 KELT G 59
KENPTHORNE C 40022 KEMP O 52
KENDRICK J W [OI|O KENO JW 56
KENNEDY C I0111 KENN C 62
KENT A 50105 KEN| A 62
50027 KENT A 56
KENYCN J E 60075 KENY JB 60
60076 KENY J8 54
KERSHhER R 8 20126 KERS RB 58
KHINCFIN A I 50028 KHIN AI 57
KIDD C V 10112 KIOO CV 59
KIEHL E R I01|3 KIEH ER 57
KILLEFFER O h 40024 KILL OH 48
KILLIAN J R JR. I0114 KILL JR 57
KING R A 60300 K[NG RA 59
KITAGAWA E M 60077 KITA EM 55
KLAASSEN L H 60169 BURN LS 63
KLEIN 8 20127 KLEI 8 58
KLIEVER W H 20128 KLIE NH 53
KPENTA J 70379 KMFN J 63
70378 KMEN J 64
KNEESE A 70496 KNEE A 64
60301 KNEE A 60
KNIGHT F 6 70058 KNIG FH 24
KNIGHT K E 20129 KNIG KE 65
10115 KNIG KE 63
KNOS D S 60083 MC CA 64
KNUOTSON A C 70584 KNU_ AC 58
KNUTILA C 30040 KNUT C 62
KOCH A R 60302 KOCH AR 59
KDLSEN H 70585 KOLS H 56
KCCPMANST C
KORNFELD
KOTEL'hIKCV V A
KRELLE W
KRETSCHMER K S
KRUGMAN H E
KRUPP S
KRUTILLA J V
KRZYZANEWSRI W
KUENNE R E
KULLBACK S
KUMAGAI F
KURKJIAN L H
KURSF_h d
KURZ M
KUSHNERICK J P
KUTISH L J
LACD C L
LAMBERT V R
LAhCASTER K
LA_DAHL H D
LANDA_ H G
LANOSTROM K S
LANGE C
LAKGLEY S J
LARSEh C N
LARSON
LARSCN A L
LATANE H A
LAVRISCHEV A
LAW 0
LAZAR
LEAVITT H J
LEAVITT H L
LEFEBER L
LEIBSIEIN H
LEENTIEF W
LEENTIEF W (ED)
LERNER A
LERNER A P
LERNER J
LESER C E V
LEVEN C L
LEVIN M L
LEVY F K
LEWIS H G
LEWIS R 8
LEWIS W A
LICHIENBERG R M
LIEPPAN_ K
LINDBLOM C T
LINDSAY R
LINGE G J R
LI_SKY L
LINTNER J
LITTLE A 0
LITTLE 1 M 0
LIVIERATCS A C
LIVINGSTCN
LLOYD J T
LCEWE_STEI_ L K
LOMAX K S
70381
70272
70497
60303
20130
50029
70382
70615
20131
70526
70012
70059
70049
60305
60304
60306
60290
50030
50106
70193
20132
20134
70383
10116
70384
10117
20135
10218
50107
50108
50109
50110
70060
70527
60307
50019
10118
70198
20252
60308
60309
20137
20018
50111
50112
60310
60078
70388
70199
70105
60440
70200
70201
70387
70386
60311
60313
60312
60079
50102
70423
70273
70629
70152
30092
30091
30004
70202
70106
60080
60314
¢CUOb
60315
60316
50113
20251
20249
20248
10020
70063
70204
70203
20034
20035
60317
70206
70205
70389
70390
KONI
KOOP
KOOP
KOOP
KORN
KOTE
KREL
CHEN
KRUG
KRUP
KRUT
KRUT
KRUT
KRUT
KRUT
KRZY
ISAR
KULL
KULL
KUMA
KURK
KURS
KHRg
KURZ
KUSH
KUTI
LADD
LAMB
LANC
LAND
LAND
LAND
LAND
LAND
tANG
LANE
DE
LARS
LARS
LATA
LAVR
LAW
LAZA
COOP
LEAV
LEAV
LEFE
LEFE
LEIB
LEON
LEON
LERN
LERN
LERN
LESE
LESE
LEVE
LEVE
LEVE
LEVE
KATZ
SIMO
LEVY
LEVY
DOUR
LEWI
LEWI
LEWT
LEWI
LEWI
LICH
LIEP
0AHL
LIND
LING
LINS
LINT
LINT
LINT
LITT
LITT
LIVI
LIVI
LIVI
LLOY
LOEW
LOMA
LOMA
LOMA
LOMA
HS 60
TC 51
TC 57
TC 57
62
VA 60
W 64
HB 56
HE 59
S 63
JV 60
JV 61
JV 60
JV 55
JV 55
W 27
W 53
S 59
S 56
H 62
LH 63
J 59
M _3
JP 03
LJ 53
Ot 58
VR 59
K E6
HD 50
HD 53
HG 50
HG 53
KS 62
0 42
SJ 51
FL 58
64
At 46
HA 59
A 59
D 64
64
WW 64
HJ 51
HL 51
L 58
L 58
H 55
W 40
WE 53
A 37
AP 43
J 49
CE 58
CE 54
CL 54
CL 58
CL 56
CL 63
E 63
HA 63
FK 64
FK 65
LM 42
RB 62
RB 61
R8 57
WA 46
WA 49
RM 60
K _5
RA 53
R 56
GJ 60
L 62
J 65
J 64
J 64
AD 59
IM 52
AC 61
AC 62
56
JT 56
LK 63
KS 51
KS 52
KS 50
KS 50
LGNSDALE R E
LERHIN L L
LCSCH A
LUCE R D
LUCE R D lEO)
LbRIE A G
LUSZKI M 8
LbTTRELL k F
LYLE J
LYLE P
MAC KEAN R
NACHLUP F
MACLALRIN W R
MAGDCFF H
MAHON J J JR (NO)
MAILLET p
MAIZELL R E
MALCOLM 0 G
MALMGREN H 8
MANLEY R H
MANNE A S
MANSFIELD E
MARBERRY C E
MARBLE 0 F
MARCH S R
MARCSCN S
MARCUS M
MARGOLIS J
MARKARIAN M 0
MARKHAM J W
MARKGkITZ H
MARQUIS D G
MARSCHAK J
MARSCHAK I
MARSHALL A
MARTIN G J
MARTIN M
MARTIN M W JR.
MARTIK R A
MARVIk P R
MARX 0
MASON D D
MASON R
MASSELL B F
MATTILA J M
MATUSZEWSKI T I
MAXWELL W D
MAY R
MAYER K
MAZZCLA U
Mr AOTHIIQ n
MC CALL J J
MC CANN G D
MC EARTHY E J
MC CARTHY H H
MC CONNELL
MC CURTAIh M
MCFADDEN D
MC FADOEN J A
ME FADOEN J a JR
MC GEE A A
MC GILL W J
MC GRATH J E
70586
60318
10021
60319
60081
20250
50114
30041
I0022
60082
50115
70107
70495
70392
10023
[0120
10122
10121
10024
70275
30042
70396
50116
2ul38
70207
70528
20139
70628
70208
70209
20140
50117
50119
50118
10124
10123
10128
10127
10126
10125
60320
60321
60104
20141
60445
70065
70064
20146
10227
20255
20254
20063
20253
70397
60148
70498
40034
50121
50120
20142
20036
60322
10129
50122
50123
10130
60323
70398
70399
70400
60245
70066
20143
50124
20144
20145
60083
10131
50067
70393
70274
30005
30043
30045
30044
30046
20146
50077
50125
50003
201
LOMA KS 49
tONS RE 61
LORW LL 41
LOSE A 38
LOSE A 54
LUCE RD 57
LUCE RD 60
tURf AG 53
LUSZ MB 58
LUTT WF 62
LYLE J 61
LY£E P 46
MAC' KE 58
MACH F 37
MACH F 62
MACH F 61
MACL WR 53
MACL WR 47
MACL WR 49
MAGD H 39
MAHO JJ 56
MAIL P 63
MAIZ RE 60
MALE 00 59
MALM H8 59
MALM H8 63
MANL RH 55
MANN AS 64
MANN AS 51
MANSE 58
MANSE 62
PANS E 63
MANSE 61
MANSE 63
MANSE 62
MANSE 62
MANSE 63
MANS E 63
MANSE 65
PANS E 64
MARB CE 58
MARB OF 59
ROTE V 50
MARC S 60
MARC M 65
MARG J 57
MARG J 57
MC GE 62
MARK JW 66
MARK H 52
MARK H 57
ALLE TJ 64
MARS J 50
MARS J 44
BECK MJ 55
MARS A 20
MART GJ 57
MART M 63
MART MW 63
MART RA 57
MARV PR 53
MARX O 65
MASO 00 57
PASO R 63
MASO R 64
MASS 8F 60
MATT JM 60
MATU TI 64
MAXW WD 65
MAY K 50
GCLO S 57
MAZZ U 58
MC AR 61
MC CA 65
MC CA 57
MC CA 59
MC CA 64
MC CO 65
0000 S 61
MC FA 63
MC FA 62
MC FA 60
MC FA 58
MC FA 55
MC FA 51
MC FA 53
MC GE 62
GARN WR 56
MC GR 63
ALTM I 59
202
VC KEAN R N 70011 HIIC CJ 60
70013 MC KE 58
PC KENZIE L 20027 GOLC J 65
MC KE_ZIE R 0 60084 HC KE 33
PC KINNEN R I 70396 MC KI 62
MC LAUGHLIN G E 60085 MC LA 49
60324 PC LA 30
MC LAUGHLIk T J 50031 MC LA 66
MC LECO A N 70588 MC LE 49
PC LUHA_ M 50126 MC LU 60
VC MILLAN B 50127 MC MI 53
50032 MC MI 53
PC NEILL M I 30067 MC NE 55
PC PHERSCN W W 70211 MC PH 54
MC QUIGG J 0 70395 MC QU 61
MEAOE J E 70499 MEAO JE 55
70276 MEAO JE 61
70530 MEAC JE 52
HECKLING W H 20127 KLEI B 58
MEES C E 20037 MEES CE 50
40025 MEES CE 46
MEHTA M M 60326 MEHT MM 50
60325 MEH7 MM 55
70589 MEHT MM 49
MEIER R L 60171 CAIR AK 52
50033 MEIE RL 62
PELA 0 5012_ MEEA O 61
PELAMID A 60328 MELA A 55
60327 MELA A 56
PELANSCN F G 30068 MELA FG 57
MELLON B 70146 CHAR A 55
PELLCk R G 60329 HELL WG 59
PELTZER L 20167 MELT t 56
MENLEL H 50066 COLE J 57
MERTCN R K 10132 MERT RK 35
MESAK! K 70212 MESA K 55
MEYER J R 70213 MEYE JR 58
?0067 MEYE JR 63
60330 MEYE JR 63
MEYER N 60331 MEYE N 63
MEYERSCN M 70500 MEYE M 57
PIERNYK W H 60332 MIER WH 59
PIGHELL R L 70401 NIGH RL 53
MILLOERG 20036 LlVl 56
MILLER G A 50092 HEIS GA 51
50129 MILL GA 47
MILLIVAN J W 70068 MILL JW 62
MILLS E S 70108 MILL ES 62
MILNCR J 20244 HERS IN 53
PILNCR J W 70470 hERS IN 53
MILTCk H S 20116 JOHN EA 61
MINHAS B S 70402 MINH BS 62
MISHA_ E J 7030q BOP/ GH 62
70214 MISH EJ 58
70532 MISH EJ 65
70531 MISH EJ 61
MITCHELL R B 60086 MITC R8 54
MITCHELL W h 60333 MITE WN 33
MOESEKE P V 20256 HOES PV 65
MOFFII H K 70472 MOFF HK 62
MOFFITT C S 30051 MOFF OS 53
30050 MOFF OS 51
MOFFITT H K 30049 MOFF HK 62
PONIN L J 30052 MONI 62
MONTGOMERY A A 60011 BLO0 CC 56
MONTGOMERY R H 30006 MONT RH 40
MOORE D G 20148 MOOR OG 55
MOORE F T 60335 MOOR FT 55
60334 MOOR FT 59
60336 MOOR F7 55
70590 MOOR FT 59
70591 MOOR FT 60
MORGAN J N 60363 MUEL E 62
MORGENSTERN 0 20275 VON NE 47
70456 VON NE 47
MORRELL G 20149 MORR G 58
MORRILL R L 60337 MORR RL 62
MORRIS J A 60338 MORR JA 53
PORRISSETT I 60339 MORR I 58
MOSAK J L 70215 MOSA JL 41
MOSES L V 60360 HOSE LM 58
60342 NOSE LM 55
60341 MOSE LM 55
MOSS M J 30053 MOSS MJ 54
MOSSMAN F H (ED) 60087 MOSS FH 57
MOTTLEY C P 20150 MOlT CM 59
MOUWEN H C 20151 MOUW HC 64
MUELLER E 60343 MUtE E 62
MUELLER J A 10144 QUIN 38 63
MUELLER R A 50112 LEAV HE 5[
MUELLER _ F
MUIR A
MULLIAS C J
MLNCY 0 A
MLNDLAK Y
MbNSCN R 0
MLRAKANI V
MCRUICK k G
MURTI V N
MbSt;RAVE R A
NAGLL E
NAKAML
NASH J F
NATH N C 8
NEAL A C
NEE[ D
NEGISHI [
NELSC_ M
NELSCN R A
NELSC_ R L
NELSC_ R R
NEUTZE G P
NEVIN E [
NEW_A_ P K
NEWMAN S
NEWTCK R C
NICHOL A J
N[CHCLSCN R J
NIEHANS J
NORDBECK S
NCRDBCTTEk S
NCRDEN P V
NCROIk J A
NORRIS H
NORTH O C
NORTON L
NORWOOD S H
NCVICK D
NCYES C R
NURKSE R
NbTTER G k
O'BRILN W F
OHKAWA K
OLIVER F R
OLIVER H _ JR
OLSEN F
OLSOk F L
_REM C R JR
ORR E W
ORTH C D
OS80RN R C
OSTRCFF O J
OSTROM V
OMEN W
OXLEY N
PACHARES J
PALMER E Z lEO)
PAPPENFORT D M
PARANJPE V M
PARVIh R H
PASHIGIAN P
PATON B
PATON W A lEO)
PEACOCK A T
PECK M J
PEIRCE W P
PELZ D C
PEMUERTON H E
10133
70606
70216
20152
60344
70604
70603
70334
70619
20153
20120
70405
70050
70014
40009
60377
70674
70473
70475
70406
70217
60434
70619
70407
705g2
60088
70408
10135
10134
10226
10221
50130
70533
70218
60060
10055
20150
70219
60345
70220
60090
70534
20155
20154
10137
10136
70221
70069
60367
60346
30057
50080
10138
70222
70535
70548
10139
30058
70409
70223
70224
70225
20038
30059
60348
30060
60349
20032
10140
70593
60291
70072
60091
30061
20142
60092
60093
60350
20183
70580
10141
30008
70073
70050
60351
60292
20157
20158
50133
50132
MUEL WF 57
STOC GW 57
MUIR A 57
MULL CJ 63
MUNC DA 54
MUNO Y 58
MUNO Y 6I
DOLL JP 60
MURA Y 64
MURC RG 61
KARG OW 65
HURT VN 57
MUSG RA 58
MUSG RA 59
COHE MR 34
SAKU I 66
NASH JF 51
NASH JF 50
NASH JF 53
NATH NC 52
NEAt AC 39
WARN W 60
MURA Y 66
NEtS M 57
NEtS RA 59
NEtS RL 59
NELS RR 64
NELS RR 59
NEtS RR 59
NEtS RR 66
NEtS RR 66
NELS RR 66
NEUI GM 63
NEVI ET 63
HA(;U 0C 52
ANDR OD 58
MOTT CM 59
NICH AJ 42
N[CH RJ 56
NIEH J 63
NORD S 62
NORO S 55
NORO PV 59
NORO PV 60
NORO PV 61
NCR0 PV 58
NORO JA 67
NORR H 47
NGRT 0C 56
MORT OC 55
NORT LN 62
GLAS B 59
NOVI O 60
NOYE CR 41
MURK R 56
MURK R 53
NUI7 GW 56
OBRI WF 52
OHKA K 62
OLIV FR 62
OLIV HM 41
OLIV HM 51
OLSE F 49
OLSE F 56
OLSO FL 59
OREM CR 59
ORR EW 57
HOWE RM 63
ORIH CO 59
OSRO RE 5I
ISAR W 58
OSTR V 62
OWEN W 56
OXLE N 61
MART RA 57
PALM EZ 58
PAPP ON 53
PARA VM 46
SIGF JV 65
HYME S 62
PATO 8 62
PATO WA 43
PEAC AT 62
MUSG RA 58
PEAC AT 59
ISAR W 54
PEIR @M 44
PELZ OC 64
PEMB HE 38
PEM8 HE 36
PENOLETCN C A
PERAZICA G
PERLCFF H S
PESEK J
PETERSEK J
PETERSCN
PETERSCN R
PETERSCN R S
PFLIEGER J H JR
PFCUTS R W
PHELPS E S
PHELPS J M
PHiIllPS _ J
PH]PPS C G
PICKET V G
PIERCE J R
PIGOU A C
PIITS P R
PLAXICD J S
PLCTT C R
PCLETTI G
POCLE K E
POPK IK J
POUND W H
POUND W M
POWELL W
POWERS K H
PRAIT J W
PRATT S A
PREDEHL A
PRFIKREICH G A
PRESTON L E
PRESTON M H
PRICE D K
PRIDMCRE H D
PRIHAR Z
PRCSCHEh A
PRCUDFCCT M J
QUASILER, H
QUASTLERt H lEO)
QUINh J E
QUIRK J P
RABY W L
RADWA_ K
RAGAN M
RAGAh P h
RAHMAk P A
RAIFFA H
RAMANADHAM V V
RANDLE C W
RANIS G
RAC R V
RAPK|_ C
RAPOPORT A
RAPPING L A
RASHEVSKY N
RASMUSSEN K
RECER M W
REOLICH F
REEDER L G
REEVES E C
REINEPA_ P W
50005
10031
60352
60095
60094
70502
70501
7COOq
70362
60336
10131
60096
10142
30062
60097
60353
70344
70410
70015
10221
20159
20160
70411
60098
50034
70051
70016
70594
70398
70412
70624
50134
70017
70563
20070
20161
30063
50135
20257
60100
60354
10278
70228
70613
10143
10032
70229
20162
20049
60355
50036
50035
10144
30065
30064
20040
20163
20165
20260
20259
30066
70230
70074
60356
60357
20250
60358
20166
70413
10083
60359
60361
60360
SOllO
50138
50136
50139
70414
50140
50142
50141
70279
70415
70018
50143
60363
60362
30067
30090
60364
ALTM I 60
PERA G 40
PERL HS 56
PERL HS 60
PERL HS 63
PERL HS 60
PERL HS 63
HANS AH 42
HEAD EO 60
MOOR FT 55
PC C0 65
PETE R 61
PETE RS 64
PFLI JP 58
PFOU RW 60
PFOU RW 57
FERG CE 62
PFOU RW 61
PHEL ES 65
NELS RR 66
PHEL JM 57
PHIL MJ 56
PHIP CG b4
PICK VG 33
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U.S. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION U SN 62 10206
U.S. NATIONAL SCIENCE _OUNDATIDN U SN 5B I0204
u.S. _ATIC_,AL SCIF_CF FOIINOATION U SN 6[ I0203
U.S. NAIIUNAL SCIENCE FnUNDATInN _i SN 60 10202
U.S. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNCATION C SN 60 I0200
U.S. NATIONAL SC[ENCE FCUNCATION L SN 61 10199
U.S. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION U SN 60 lOlgB
U.S. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION U SN 61 I0197
U.S° NATICNAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION U SN 62 I0195
U.S. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNEATION U SN 63 10194
U.S. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDAIION U SN 60 lOL92
U.S. NATIONAL SCIENCE F_UNDATION U SN 63 IOlgl
U.S. NATIONAL SCIENCE _OUNCATION U SN 66 lOlgO
U.S. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION U SN 60 I0189
U°S. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION U SN 63 IOlBB
U.S° NATICKAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION U SN 61 50162
U°S° NATICNAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION U SN 62 50044
U.S. NAT[ENAL SECURITY RESOURCES _OAR_ U SN 48 60122
U°S. SENATE DOCUMENT*g4, 87TH CONGRESS, 2ND SESSICN U SS 62 10049
U.S. SURGECN-GENERAL'S OFFICE, MEDICAL RESEARCH AND U SS 53 10217
UNITED SLATES BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS UNIT ST 53 604IT
UNIVERSITY CF MARYLAND, BUREAU OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC LNIV OF 54 60123
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APPENDIX
DIRECTORIES OF RESEARCH FACILITIES
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS
DIRECTORY OF TESTING LABORATORIES, COMMERICAL-INSTITUTIONAL.
=
PHILADELPHIA, AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS, 63
1963
AUSTIN R H WYLLIE J
RESEARCH LABORATORIES IN THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES. =
CHARLOTTESVILLE, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, 1964 64
BURNS COMPILING AND RESEARCH URGANIIATION
LABORATORIES IN THE CHEMICAL BIO-SCIENCES.=
CHICAGO, BURNS COMPILING AND RESEARCH ORGANIZATION, L956 b6
GALE RESEARCH COMPANY
RESEARCH CENTERS DIRECTORY.=
DETROIT, GALE RESEARCH COMPANYp 1965 65
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, INC.
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, 1963 FORECASI AND DIRECTORY.=
BEVERLY SHORES, INDIANA, INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, INC., [963 63
U.S. AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND
DIRECTORY AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND, SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL LIAISON UFFICES AND AIR FORCE LABORATORIES.=
WASHINGTON, D.C., AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND, BOLTING AIR 64
FORCE BASE, NOVEMBER, 1964
U.S. CDNGRLSS HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT RESEARCH
FEDERAL FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.=
WASHINGTON, D.C., U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINIING OFFICE, I964 64
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
UTILIZATION RESEARCH AND DEVELDPMENT DIVISIONS (EASTERN,
NORTHERN, SOUTHERN, WESTERN|.=
WASHINGTON, D.C., DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, DECEMBER, 64
1964
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ARMY
U.S. ARMy INSTALLATIONS AND MAJOR ACTIVITIES IN THE
CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES.=
WASHINGTON, D.C., O.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, I964 64
U.S. GOVERNMENF DATA PUBL|CATIONS
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT DIRECTORY FOR L964.=
WASHINGTDN, D.C., GOVERNMENT DATA PUBLICATIONS, 1964 64
U.S. LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
NATIONAL REFERRAL CENTER FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. A
DIRECTORY OF INFORMATIONAL RESOURCES IN THE UNITtD
STATES.=
WASHINGTON, D.C., U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, 1965 65
U.S. NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
DIRECIDRY OF COMMERICAL AND COLLEGE LA[_ORAIDRIES.=
WASHINGTON, D.C., U.S. NATIONAL BUREAU (IF STANDARDS, I955 55
U.S. NATIONAL INST|TUTES OF HEALIH
SCIENTIFIC DIREC]ORY.=
WASHINGTON, D.C., U.S. GOVERNMENT PRlt_TINq, OFFICE, 1964 64
U.S. NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
INDUSIRIAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES OF THE UNITED STAIES.=
WASHINGTON, D.C., NATIONAL RESEARCH CUUNCIL, 1960 bO
U.S. NATIDNAL SCIENCE FOUNDATIUN
DIRECIDRY (IF INDEPENDENT COMMFRCIAL LAHORATDRIES P_RFDRMIND
RESEARCH AN[) DEVELOPMENT, 1957,=
WASHINGTON, D.C., U.S. NATIONAL SCIENL_ FOUNDATION, 1958 bR
U°S. NATIONAL SCIKNCE FOUNDATION
FEDERAL CONTRACT RESEARCH CENTERS 1N CDLLIuES AND
UNIVERSITIES.=
|N U.S. NAIIOAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION, RCVIEW_ OF OATh ON GO
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GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, L9b6
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERIES, WASHINGTON, D.C., U.S.
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, 1960
U.S. SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, LIST OF SMALL BUSINESS CONCERNS
INTERESTED IN PERFORMING RESEARCH ANO DEVELOPMENT.=
WASHINGTON, D.C., SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, 1963 b3
CONNECTICUT DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
DIRECTORY OF INOUSTRIAL RESEARCH LABOt_ATDRIES IN
CONNECTICUT.=
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE, 1965 65
FLORIDA DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
FLORIDA ELETRONIC AEROSPACE DIRECTORY.=
1ALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION, 1965 65
GEORGIA STATE ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
DIRECTORY OF SCI[NTIFIC RESOURCES IN GEORGIAp I962-L963.=
ATLANTA, INOUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT DIVISION, ENGINEERING B3
LXPLRIH['!T _TATInN, _FNRGIA INSTITUIE OF TECHNOLOGY, 1963
ILLINOIS, BOARD OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
|)IRECTORY DF ILLINOIS INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH LABO]ATORIES,
I960.=
SPRINGFIELD, BOARD OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, 1960 60
KANSAS, RESEARCH FOUNDATION OF KANSAS
REPORI ON RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INVFNTORY, STATE OF
KANSAS.=
TOPEKA, RESEARCH FOUNDATION OF KANSAS, 1965 65
MAINE, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DIRECTORY OF RESEARCH FACILITIES.=
AUGUSTA, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, 1961 61
MARYLAND, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DIRECTORY DF SCIENCE RESOURCES IN MARYLAND.=
ANNAPOLIS, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, [963 b3
MISSOURI DIVISION OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
DIRECTORY OF MISSOURI RESEARCH FACILIIIES.=
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI DIVISION OF COMMERCE AND 05
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1965
NEW HAMPSHIRE, DEPARTMENT OF RESOURCES AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
DIRECTORY OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES IN NEW
HAMPSHIRE.=
CONCORD, DEPARTMENT OF RESOURCES AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 66
[966
NEW JERSEY, BUREAU OF COMMERCE
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES IN NEW JERSEY.:
TRENTON, BUREAU OF COMMERCE, I96[ bl
NEW MEXICO, DEPARTMENT DF DEVELOPMENT
NEW MEXICO'S AEROSPACE - RELATED SCIENTIFIC CAPABILIIIES.=
SANTA FE, DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT, MARCH, I965 65
NEW YORK, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
DIRECTORY OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES IN NeW YORK
STATE.=
ALBANY, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, 196_ 64
NORTH CAROLINA INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION SERVICE, SCHOOl OF
ENGINEERING, NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
DIRECTORY OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND IESIING
LABORATORIES IN NORTH CAROLINA.=
RALEIGH, NORIH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS, 1963 63
OHIO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES IN OHIO.=
COLUMBUS, OHIO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, [962 62
PENNSYLVANIA, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
INDUSIRIAL RESEARCH AND TESTING LABORATORIES.=
PHILADELPHIA, BUREAU OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH 63
DIVISION, 1963
TEXAS INDUSTRIAl COMMISSION
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN TEXAS, FACTS AND FACILITIES.=
AUSTIN, TEXAS INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION, 1964 64
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES AND PERSONNEL.=
BLACKBURS, VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, 1964 64
WISCONSIN, DEPARTMENT OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, DIVISION
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OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPNENT
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH IN WISCONSIN.=
MADISON, DEPARTMENT OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, 1963 b3
WISCONSIN, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN GRADUATE SCHOOL
DIRECTORY OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES.=
MADISONw UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN GRADUATE SCHOOL, 1965 65
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
|965-|96b GREATER BOSTON,S DIRECTORY OF ELECTRONICS
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, DEFENSE AND SPACE FACILITIES
INCLUDING THE N.A.S.A. COMPLEX°=
BOSTON, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT OF THE GREATER65
BOSTON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, X965
CHICAGO, ILLINOISp RUBENSTEIN A H AND BREWER D E
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE CHICAGO AREA - ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRY°-
EVANSTONt ILLINOIS, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITYe FEBRUARY, 62
1962
WASHINGTON, O.C., METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON SCIENCE BUREAU
SCIENTIFIC RESOURCES IN THE WASHINGTON, O.C.p AREA.=
WASHINGTON, O°C.e METROPOLITAN BOARD OF TRADE,
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, GREATER WILMINGTON DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
WILMINGTON AREA RESEARCH.=
WILMINGTON, GREATER WILMINGTON DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL, |962 62
ARIZONA, STATE OF ARIZONA DEVELOPMENT BOARD
LIST OF ARIZONA RESEARCH LABORATORIES.=
PHOENIX, STATE OF ARIZONA DEVELOPMENT BOARD, I965 b5
ARKANSAS, INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
LIST OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN ARKANSAS.=
LITTLE ROCK, INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION, I965 b5
HAWAII, DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND ECONOMIL OEVELOPMENT
DIRECTORY OF HAWAII'S SCIENTIFIC RESOURCES.=
HONOLULU, DEPARTMENT OF PLANNIN8 AND ECONOMIC OEVELDRMENI,b5
I965
IDAHO, STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
IDAHO INDUSTRIAL DIRECTORY.=
BOISE, IDAHO STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, Lqb5 65
IOWA, IOWA DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
INDEX DF INDUS[RIAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES, PARTIAL LIST.=
DES MOINES, IOWA DEVELOPMENT CUMMISSION, t965 65
MICHIGAN, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
LIST OF INDUSTRIAL LABORATORIES IN MICHIGAN.=
LANSING, MICHIGAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT, |962 b2
MINNESOTA, BOARD OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
LIST OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES IN MINNESOTA.=
ST. PAUL, BOARD OF ECONOMIC OEVELOPMENTp 1_65 65
MONTANA, STARE PLANNING BOARD
LIST OF INSTITUTIONAL AND PRIVATE RESEARCH FACILITIES.=
HELENA, MONTANA STATE PLANNING BOARD, I965 65
NORTH DAKOTA, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
LIST OF RESEARCH LABORATORIES.=
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION, b5
1965
RHODE ISLAND, RHODE ISLAND DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
RHONE ISLAND CONCERNS WITH LABORATORY FACILITIES.=
PROVIDENCE, RHOOE ISLAND DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL, lq6S 65
SOUTH CAR(}LINA, STATE DEVELOPMENT BOARfl
LIST OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING
ORGANIZATIONS.=
COLUMBIA, STATE DEVELOPMENT BUARD, 19ob 65
SOUTH DAKOTA, INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT EXPANSION AGENCY
LIST DF UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE LABORATLIRIES.=
PIERRE, INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT EXPANSINN AGENCY, [965 65
UTAH, UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
LIST OF UTAH RESEARCH RESOURCES.=
SALT tAKE CITY, UNIVERSITY OF UTAH, I')65 (.5
VERMONT, DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
DIRECTORY OF RESEARCH AND TESTINU LABURATFIRIES IN VERMONI.=
_ONTPELIER, DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT, 196_ 65
WASHINGTUN, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC nEVELOPMENI
LIST OF _ESEARCH FACILITIES.=
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OLYMPIA, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND ECUN[}MIC DEVELOPMENT, 65
Iq65
WYOMINGI UNIVERISTY OF WYOMING_ NATURAL RESOURCES INSTITUTE
LIST OF RESEARCH INSTITUTES.=
LARAMIE, UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING, NATURAL RESOURCES 65
INSTITUTE, 1965
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